
How are we diff erent?What is horizon?

Unlike previous solutions, horizon focuses on the complete 
digitalization of the payment process: no physical payment 
instrument and no physical payment terminal is needed. This 
highly developed, easy to use solution considerably lowers 
the barrier for entry to digital and mobile payment, therefore 
promoting fi nancial inclusion and suggesting for individual, 
local payment solutions – for all geographies.

Introducing
horizon

horizon stands for a comprehensive solution based on 
in-depth payment knowledge combined with outstanding 
technical features to ensure a competitive, yet user friendly
product consisting of two diff erent apps – one for the 
consumer, one for the merchant. It’s prepared to be utilized 
in various cases, geographies and environments. 

From the Friction of Conventional Solutions to the Convenience of horizon

www.vipaso.io

NFC based
Specifi c chip required; hardware based

Bluetooth based
Only software; no terminal hardware needed

End-to-End
Covering the entire process- and value chain

Payment Method Agnostic
Any payment instrument to be implemented

Open and White-Label
Your data is yours, your brand is enriched

Flat fee
Lowest costs in digital payments

Card Side or Terminal Side
Solutions are issuing- or acquiring focused

Card- and Scheme based
Specifi c choice pre-determined

Proprietary Solutions
Everyone has to adhere to given rules

Cost Intensive
Considerable investment and running costs

horizon is a complete end-to-end 
mobile payment solution based 
on Bluetooth Smart© data 
transmission technology.



A comprehensive wallet 
solution. Swift, easy payment 
combined with loyalty 
function, location mapping and 
transaction history.

Merchants are looking for 
solutions to make shopping 
and payment as easy and 
consumerfriendly as possible. 

The horizon back-end matches 
the transactions and handles 
the session safely.

How does it work?
Wave-Tap-And-Goodbye.
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Introducing

VIPASO – Vienna Payment Solutions vipaso GmbH www.vipaso.io

visit vipaso.io!

» Provide the most convenient and aff ordable mobile payment solution for 
our customers and contribute to fi nancial inclusion of emerging societies.«

As a Vienna-based FinTech 
company dedicated to payments, 
providing technology and solutions 
to partners, we see ourselves as a 
supplier of infrastructure enabling 
our customers/license holders to 
implement state-of-the-art mobile 
payment infrastructures to widen 
their customer proposition, protect 
their business from entrants, 

establish new customer-engagement 
and revenue streams. Payment can 
be done anywhere, by anyone. 
With this proposition, we want 
to contribute to the successful 
and sustainable implementation 
of modern and state-of-the-art 
payment rails, fostering fi nancial 
inclusion and developing further 
emerging economies. 


